Mounting 8” x 10” Prints to Photo Frame

Each Photo Frame is slightly smaller than standard photo and frame sizes. For example a Photo Frame to accommodate an 8” x 10” print is actually 7.75” x 9.625”. This allows for an ‘off-the-edge’ look after trimming.

1. With an 8” x 10” image (print side up), poke 4 holes with a push pin in each corner of your print as shown. If print is already trimmed to 8” x 10”, skip steps 1 and 2.

2. Flip your print over (print side down) and lightly draw a rectangle using a straight edge connecting all 4 pin holes.

3. Peel off the protective liner from your Photo Frame exposing the adhesive surface.

4. Position the long edge of the Photo Frame parallel and centered to one of the long lines drawn on the backside of your print.

5. Pivot the Photo Frame down 90° onto the backside of the print. Press firmly after the two surfaces make contact.

6. Leaving your image face down, take a sharp blade or utility knife and carefully trim off the excess overhang from all four sides using the Photo Frame edge as a guide for cutting.

For mounting larger prints see
Tips ‘n’ Tricks: Mounting 12” x 18” and Larger Prints to Photo Frames
Mounting Large Prints to Photo Frame

Each Photo Frame is slightly smaller than standard photo and frame sizes. For example, a Photo Frame to accommodate a 24” x 30” print is actually 23.75” x 29.625”. This allows for an ‘off-the-edge’ look after trimming.

1. Begin by trimming your print to the edge of the image.

2. Peel back the liner on your Photo Frame about 1 inch exposing the adhesive surface. Crease the liner all the way across with your finger.

3. **Critical Step:** 2 people recommended. Position you print onto the exposed adhesive edge of Photo Frame overhanging the print about an 1/8th inch along all three sides. Using a felt-edge burnishing tool or mounting roller, work the air bubbles out of the print pushing forward as another person simultaneously pulls back the liner in the same direction.

4. Leaving your image face down, take a sharp blade or utility knife and carefully trim off the excess overhang from all four sides using the Photo Frame edge as a guide for cutting. Your Photo Frame is ready to hang.

For mounting small prints see

**Tips ‘n’ Tricks: Mounting 8” x 10” Prints to Photo Frames**